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Chapter 1 : MobileMe Account
If you had a working @blog.quintoapp.com email address as of July 9, , kept your MobileMe account active, and moved
to iCloud before August 1, , you can use @blog.quintoapp.com, @blog.quintoapp.com, and @blog.quintoapp.com email
addresses with your iCloud account.

Why iCloud is not working with your MobileMe Just got off the phone with support and we figured out the
problem with some MobileMe transitions. Some of us thought that iCloud would free us somewhat from
master and alias accounts, that we might be able to break the accounts out. The truth is that you need to "bless"
your master MobileMe account in order for things to work properly in some cases. I set things up, my email
worked, etc. I heard a rumor I could then delete my master MobileMe account, the spam magnet. Here it
should be said that there are two preference panes that have identical features under Internet and Wireless in
your System Preferences and it makes things very confusing. The whole iCloud pane is mirrored inside the
Mail Contacts and Calendars pane under the iCloud account that you create. If I tried to check it it asked for a
me. If I entered a me. Someone in support earlier said to create a new email account so I did and iCloud
created a whole new email account with three empty slots for aliases. Now I had access to my mail in Mail. I
created a iCloud account for my MobileMe master and it told me it was not the primary account and had less
options than my alias-created account, now my iCloud master account. My Mobileme alias was my iCloud
master, and my Mobileme master was a minor iCloud account. So I decided I would delete the master iCloud
account hit minus sign , and the new, unnecessary email account disappeared from my Mail app and iCloud. I
hit the minus sign and I kept getting the message. I hit minus sign one more time, headed back to iCloud
preference pane, and it asked me if I wanted to use the MobileMe account or a new one. I said Mobileme, and
everything just added right in, the email worked, I was able to login to iCloud. So if you want to migrate from
MobileMe, just try to think of your iCloud account as exactly the same as your MobileMe master email when
you migrate. You have to use the master as your login and then you can edit your aliases by going to the gear
right top corner of the mail page on iCloud. You can only delete them and color code them. When you migrate
to iCloud, your MobileMe preference pane is worthless. The reason it exists is if you want to wait to migrate
your MobileMe account, and you have until June
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Chapter 2 : MobileMe - Wikipedia
The very first account you create in iCloud is your blessed account, so if it's not your master Mobileme you may have
problems. You have to use the master as your login and then you can edit your aliases by going to the gear (right top
corner) of the mail page on blog.quintoapp.com ->preferences->addresses.

Sales and Refund Policy Thanks for shopping at Apple. We appreciate the fact that you like to buy the cool
stuff we build. As with any shopping experience, there are terms and conditions that apply to transactions at an
Apple Store. Standard Return Policy We fundamentally believe you will be thrilled with the products you
purchase from the Apple Store. We understand, however, that sometimes a product may not be what you
expected it to be. In addition, please note the following: Products can be returned only in the country or region
in which they were originally purchased. The following products are not eligible for return: Should you wish
to return ten or more of the same product, you must return to the Apple Store where originally purchased. In
the case of items returned with a gift receipt, Apple will offer you an Apple Gift Card. Opened software
cannot be returned if it contained a seal with the software license on the outside of the package and you could
read the software license before opening its packaging. As an exception, you may return Apple-branded
software if you do not agree to the licensing terms; however, you may not retain or otherwise use any copies
of returned software. Apple provides security features to enable you to protect your product in case of loss or
theft. Returning your iPhone, iPad or Watch may not automatically cancel or reset your wireless account; you
are responsible for your wireless service agreement and for any applicable fees associated with your wireless
account. Please contact your wireless service provider for more information. Additional Apple Product Terms
The purchase and use of Apple products are subject to additional terms and conditions found at https: Making
unauthorized modifications to the software on an iPhone violates the iPhone software license agreement. The
common term for modifying an iPhone is jail-breaking, with a particular emphasis on the second part of that
term. Should you be unable to use your iPhone due to an unauthorized software modification, its repair will
not be covered under the warranty. In the event you have been charged more than the posted price for a
product in an Apple Retail Store, please see a Manager for a refund of the overcharge. Should Apple reduce its
price on any Apple-branded product within 14 calendar days from the date you receive your product, feel free
to visit an Apple Retail Store or contact the Apple Contact Center at to request a refund or credit of the
difference between the price you were charged and the current selling price. To receive the refund or credit
you must contact Apple within 14 calendar days of the price change. Please note that this excludes
limited-time price reductions, such as those that occur during special sales events, such as Black Friday or
Cyber Monday. Price protection is only available for up to 10 units of a particular product. Additionally, we
may require that you have the product with you or otherwise have proof of possession when requesting price
protection. Prices shown are in U. Apple may also require additional qualifying information prior to accepting
or processing any order. The Apple Store reserves the right at any time after receiving your order to accept or
decline your order for any reason. We will, however, work with you to ensure a smooth delivery. Title in the
product s shall pass to you when the product s is picked up by the carrier from our warehouse. At this point,
you will receive the Shipment Notification Email. If there are any issues with delivery, please contact Apple to
resolve. Certain products and payment methods, however, may not qualify for in-store pickup. Only you or the
person designated by you may pick up the item s purchased. A government-issued photo ID and order number
will be required for pickup. Apple will notify you when your order is ready and the date by which you need to
pick up your items. Please click here Opens in a new window for complete details about in-store pickup.
Pickup Contact If you select in-store pickup, you may designate a third party to pick up your order. You must
provide the name and email address of the third party. Please note that certain products and payment methods
are not eligible for in-store pickup by a third party. The third party will need to bring a government issued
photo ID and order number for pickup. Apple is not responsible for actions taken by the third party once your
item s have been picked up. Consumers Only The Apple Store sells and ships products to end-user customers
only, and we reserve the right to refuse or cancel your order if we suspect you are purchasing products for
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resale. To purchase Apple products online from outside of the U. Apple reserves the right to change quantities
available for purchase at any time, even after you place an order. Furthermore, there may be occasions when
Apple confirms your order but subsequently learns that it cannot supply the ordered product. In the event we
cannot supply a product you ordered, Apple will cancel the order and refund your purchase price in full. Close
We thought so. We do have some similar information to share with you.
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It's not asking for my blog.quintoapp.com sign on. Yes, but if you want to log in to your full MobileMe account, your
MobileMe account email address (ending in @blog.quintoapp.com) is what you have to enter.

Originally, many calendars could be published at the same time, but the later final iteration of MobileMe
removed calendar publishing. Services offered by iTools included the first availability of mac. However, some
features of iTools were accessible via non-Mac platforms although a Mac was required to create an account.
For example, modifying HomePage content was possible using a web browser on Windows or via Linux.
Apple even offered an application for use with Windows XP. Mac logo As costs rose, most particularly due to
iDisk storage space, the wide demand for mac. Mac at Macworld Expo New York on July 17, , as a
subscription-based suite of services with a dedicated technical support team. Mac offered several tools to
subscribers, including upgraded versions of HomePage, the personal web hosting service; iDisk, the online
disk storage service; mac. New services offered by. Mac subscribers until June 15, Apple announced on
September 17, that more than , people had subscribed to. Mac since its launch earlier that year. Mac accounts
during a free trial period that ended on September 30, This move generated a mixed reaction among Mac
users, some believing. Mac occasionally received new features. In October , Apple launched an update to its.
The new functionality was built on top of Ajax and provided drag-and-drop, a live-updating three-way split
view, and the ability to resize panels. Mac, including a new Web Gallery feature, similar to a combination of
the features of Flickr and YouTube. An account preference allowed the user to decide how much storage space
to allocate to either service as they see fit. The storage space for both email and an iDisk could be used in any
way the user wanted, subject to the terms of the. Mac was also offered in a boxed version, available at stores
and online as a physical product. The box contained an activation code that was entered when registering or
renewing a subscription. MobileMe[ edit ] Initial speculation about a new service to replace. Mac came in
early June , when Apple bought the me. Mac would be replaced by MobileMe. This was launched on July 9,
After several hours of infrequent service, MobileMe officially went live during July 11, Mac features were
removed after the transition to MobileMe: Support for Mac OS X The launch of MobileMe was plagued by
various issues. Mac successor, was initially criticized during its launch for being unstable [34] and for having
syncing problems. This was suspected to be related to the. Mac to MobileMe switch-over. Mac accounts and
other issues, Apple created a status news page and revamped their support page. A year later, around fall ,
Apple started to sign-up new users to free icloud. Discontinuation[ edit ] As a first step, Apple sent "30 days
left" emails to all existing users of MobileMe on June 1, , which they then followed with "7 days left" emails
on June 23, , advising users "Download your photos and files. MobileMe ends June Remember to download
your Gallery photos, iDisk files, and move your iWeb sites before that date. Archived from the original on
March 14, Retrieved October 28, Retrieved October 27, Retrieved January 17, Retrieved July 22, The iDisk
can be used as a hosting server for your MobileMe website. Backups from Backup can be stored onto your
iDisk, making it easier backing up settings and more. Retrieved September 18,
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Chapter 4 : Can't login to MobileMe on the web? Solution inside! | MacRumors Forums
If you work with MobileMe Calendar, you can create individual calendars to help you keep track of what's going on in
your life. Let's say you've just started a new book club and you want to create a new calendar for it: just click on the plus
sign in the lower-left corner, then click "New Calendar"; next, give it a new title such as "Book Club.".

The process works this way. Receiving email Receiving email is dead simple. Just follow these steps: Mail
will check for new messages when you first launch the application. If you have new messages, the iPhone will
download them. Tap the account name. I talk about creating new messages in "Creating and sending email"
later in this chapter. Messages appear in a list, with the most recently received messages at the top. Unread
messages have a blue dot next to them. The Inbox heading will have a number in parentheses next to
itâ€”Inbox 22 , for example. That 22 means that you have 22 unread messages. This screen also bears a
Compose icon and, in the bottom-left corner, a Retrieve icon, which you tap to check for new mail. An Edit
button in the top-right corner lets you delete messages. Tap it, and all the messages in the list acquire a dim
gray circle next to them. This circle is for marking messages you want to delete or move. Tap one of these
circles, and a red check icon appears within it. Then tap the Delete button at the bottom of the screen, and all
the messages will be moved to the Trash. Alternatively, with regard to deleting messages, you can do without
the Edit button. Swipe your finger across a message entry to force a Delete button to appear, and tap Delete;
the message moves to the Trash. Tap Move, and a Mailboxes screen scrolls up from the bottom, listing all
available mailboxes for that account. Choose a mailbox, and the selected messages move to it. To delete the
message for real, tap Trash. Thenâ€”and only thenâ€”is a message truly gone. Google offers its free Gmail
email service at www. Best of all, it offers excellent spam filtering. Give it a try. Navigating the Message
screen Simple though it may be, the Message screen packs a punch. In it, you find not only standard email
elements such as From and To fields, Subject, and message body, but also icons for adding contacts and for
filing, trashing, replying to, and forwarding messages. The screen breaks down this way. Before the body The
top of the Message screen displays the number of messages in the mailbox as well as the number of the
displayed messageâ€”2 of 25, for example. Tap the up or down arrow to the right to move quickly to the
previous or next message in the mailbox Figure 4. Each field will display at least one contact name or email
address one of which could be your own in a blue bubble. If the message has no name associated with
itâ€”you were sent a message from a company address such as info example. Tap Add to Existing Contact,
and a list of all the contacts on your iPhone appears. Tap a contact, and an Add Email screen appears,
displaying that email address in the first field. Below that field is another that reads Home, Work, or Other.
Tap it, and assign an appropriate label. You can hide the To field by tapping the Hide entry near it. This action
will hide all the To fields in all the messages in all your accounts, and it will make the Hide entry change to
read Details. To expose the To fields again, just tap Details. Tap this entry to do exactly what it suggests.
Quoted text appears with a vertical line to its leftâ€”or more than one line, depending on how many quote
"layers" the message has. If a message has several quote layers, each vertical line is a different color. The first
three layers are blue, green, and red, respectively; subsequent layers are red from there on out. If the message
has attachments, they will appear below the message text. URLs, email addresses, and phone numbers
contained within messages appear as blue, live links. Tap an email address, and a new email message opens
with that address in the To field. A tapped phone number causes a dialog box to appear. In it, you see the
phone number and icons that offer to Cancel or Call. And , , The tools below The toolbar at the bottom of the
screen contains five icons refer to Figure 4. Tap this circular icon, and the iPhone will check for new messages
for that account. Tap one of these mailboxes, and the message will be filed there. Use this method to move a
message out of the Trash. Tap this icon, and the cute little trash can pops its top and sucks the message into it.
When you tap the Send icon and then the Reply button that appears, a new message appears, with the Subject
heading Re: The message is addressed to the sender of the original message, and the insertion point awaits at
the top of the message body. The original text is quoted below. If a message you received was sent to multiple
recipients, tapping Reply All lets you send a reply to all the recipients addressed in the original message. This
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message bears Fwd: Tap that button, and the attached image will be added to the Camera Roll collection in the
Photos application. Last is your old friend the Compose icon. Tap it, and a New Message screen appears,
ready for your input. Creating and sending email If it truly is better to give than receive, the following
instructions for composing and delivering mail from your iPhone should enrich your life significantly. With
regard to email, the iPhone can give nearly as good as it gets. As I mention earlier in the chapter, you can
create new email messages by tapping the Compose icon that appears in every account and mailbox screen. To
create a message, follow these steps: Tap the Compose icon. By default, Mail fills the From field with the
address for this account. Just tap From, and any other email accounts you have will appear in a scrolling list.
Tap the one you want to use. TIP Tap and hold on the period key, andâ€”good gosh almighty! How handy is
that? When you start typing a name, the iPhone will suggest recipients based on entries in your list of contacts
Figure 4. If the recipient you want appears in the list below the To field, tap that name to add it to the field.
When you tap the plus icon, your list of contacts appears. Navigate through your contacts and tap the one you
want to add to the To field. To add more names to the To field, type them or tap the plus icon to add them.
That subject will replace the words New Message at the top of the screen. TIP Use something original. Spam
is a common problem in email, and some spam utilities will filter out messages with Subject headings such as
"Hi! Tap Send to send the message or Cancel to save or delete your message. The Send icon, in the top-right
corner, is easy enough to understand. Tap that icon, and the message is sent from the current account. Cancel
is a little more confusing. If no such mailbox exists, the iPhone will create one. When you tap Cancel, the
iPhone assumes that you made a mistake when you tapped Cancel the first time, and it removes this sheet.
When you next use Mail and are able to send the message, the iPhone will make the connection and send any
messages in the Outbox, at which point the Outbox will disappear. You set it up this way. Check the
Synchronize with MobileMe box, and choose Automatically from the pop-up menu. Note that this is not the
case with data created on your computer. When you choose Automatically from this pop-up menu on your
computer, any new data you create will be synchronized every 15 minutes. If you need that data synced
sooner, simply click the Sync Now button. To synchronize this data with MobileMe immediately, click Sync
Now. Your Mac will do as you ask and synchronize your data. If the synchronization was successful, and if
you chose to sync calendars and contacts, you should see the same data in iCal and Address Book that is
available on the MobileMe Web site. To configure MobileMe on a PC, follow these steps: Open the
MobileMe Preferences control panel, and click the Sync tab. Enable the Sync with MobileMe option, and
choose Automatically from the pop-up menu.
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Chapter 5 : Something's Wrong with Your Microsoft Account | Xbox Live Login
If you've already set up an iPhone or iPod Touch to work with MobileMe on your Mac, you're ahead of the game. If this
is the first time you're setting up a Mac with a MobileMe account, follow these instructions: 1In System Preferences,
select MobileMe. Don't panic if you blog.quintoapp.com instead of.

By default, Entourage separates them and I have to click on each mailbox to see the mail. An IMAP account
shows up as a separate icon in the folder window. You can use a custom view to view all Inboxes in one view.
See the example 2. When I try to delete a message, I get an annoying dialogue box asking me to confirm
whether I want to permanently delete the message. This is a pain. Is there any way to change this so the
message is immediately deleted? This is a function of an IMAP account. A POP account deletes the mail on
the server when it is downloaded unless you specifically select to leave mail on server under the Options tab.
Inside this folder is another folder called "Messages" which will contain all the emails as. Again, this is a
non-standard file type, although in this case the file format is OK. Just rename all these emlx files to end in.
Download " emlx to mbox converter " 4 A friend told me that I could have my Entourage database saved to
dot Mac and share that db with my laptop and desktop. Has anyone heard of this? If yes, how would you do it?
The database rapidly grows to many hundreds of megabytes, even several gigabytes. Even if you managed to
maintain the database small enough so it would fit in the space allowed by dot mac, working with files that
size over the slow dot mac network connection would result in all sorts of errors â€” probably, ultimately,
terminal. You could certainly NOT let two machines access the same data as the database is not designed for
multiple users and has no record or transaction locking built in. One machine could be altering data that is
being moved by another machine â€” disaster in very short order! One option is to take advantage of. Mac and
then that will sync with your second computer. If you have several different types of accounts you might want
to check out this option that uses an external pocket drive. I use Entourage with 3 different email accounts.
Naturally I would like to reply from the account the email was sent to. You can send messages through these
alias accounts, but note that since your alias only redirects to your main account, you cannot configure
Entourage to reply via the alias e-mail address which the original message was sent to. Mac rejects the alias
address when trying to send Michel Bintener, MVP posted these instructions on the Entourage newsgroup
concerning alias addresses: The alias has to be set up in a slightly different way. You can leave the "Receiving
mail" portion blank. In the "Sending mail" section, enter smtp. Mac e-mail address, followed by your
password. Mac rejects sending messages from your alias account since the alias account, strictly speaking,
does not exist on the.
Chapter 6 : Why iCloud is not working with your Mobilâ€¦ - Apple Community
If you had a working @blog.quintoapp.com email address as of July 9, , kept your MobileMe account active and moved
to iCloud before August 1, , you can use @blog.quintoapp.com, @blog.quintoapp.com, and @blog.quintoapp.com email
addresses with your iCloud account.

Chapter 7 : MobileMe sign on - Apple Community
This is why when you setup the MobileMe account in Outlook on your computer, a new CalDAV calendar called
"MobileMe Calendar" is created. The new MobileMe calendars do not sync with Outlooks default calendar and this is
expected behavior.

Chapter 8 : How to register a blog.quintoapp.com email address now that MobileMe is no more - Quora
You can use the mail server settings in this article to manually set up your email app to send and receive email with an
iCloud email account.
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Chapter 9 : Your Account - Shopping Help - Apple
MobileMe users will be able to take e-mail, contacts, and calendars and share them seamlessly between a computer at
work, another computer home, and a mobile device like the iPhone or iPod touch.
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